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Meet fifty of the incredible creatures the Octonauts have helped on their adventures in this 96-
page, full-color sticker activity book! From anglerfish to orcas, use the stickers in this book to
add each animal’s ocean zone, diet, and picture (taken by Dashi, of course). Complete with
“Strange But True” facts and more than one hundred stickers to help you learn all about the
amazing creatures that live in our oceans!

About the AuthorGrosset & Dunlap creates high-quality books for young readers of any level.
Focused on books for ages 0–12, Grosset offers a wide range of original fiction series, nonfiction
titles, leveled readers, and licensed tie-ins to captivate every reader.
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Octonauts and the Decorator Crab



Ebook Library Reader, “USED BUT IN GREAT CONDITION. Although used and missing
stickers, this book was in great condition! This made my autistic son so happy! He carries it
everywhere, he turns to each sea animal as he binge watches the cartoon. I am very grateful to
have found this for him!”

kapriss_sun, “Loved by child and parent!. Ok, the pages may be falling out but this is still a
winner. As a parent, I adore the Octonauts. The characters are cute and have unique
personalities. Even more important, the cartoon is educational and this book is no exception. My
son just turned 4 and we read about 2 creatures from this book each night. Afterwards, I look for
a video clip on his iPad and we watch videos of the creature we just read about. He loves it and I
do, too! He's fascinated and I am also learning a thing or two. To take it one step further, there
are free creature cards, with a picture and simple facts, you can print out from the Disney junior
website! We took these cards to the local aquarium yesterday and searched for the creature on
his cards (most aquariums should have the basics: sardines, cuttlefish, hermit crabs, moray
eels, manta rays, seahorses, wolf eels, brittle sea star, etc). He seemed so engaged! My only
recommendation would be to have an actual picture of the sea creature in the book (like the
cartoon does) so kids can see what they really look like...Now what will we do when we finally
finish this book?  I hope there is a new one in the works!”

TLY, “Cool...with an adjustment ;). Great... Except for binding. BUT my daughter didn't care one
bit that the pages started falling out. She ADORES this book, all the pictures, the info, the
stickers, etc. We decided to take our "lemon" and make lemonade. Bought a 3 ring binder and a
package of page protector stickers and made a cool book. You can find the stickers near paper
clips at Walmart. They're white circle stickers that keep the page from tearing. ( can't remember
what they're called!) We added all her printed coloring pages to her binder. Now all her octonaut
stuff, Disney Jr online pages, are together. Even added the cover to the front sleeve of the
binder. She shows it and reads it to everyone.”

isabella, “Good identification book of octonaut creatures. I am really happy with this purchase.
These books get used continuously. It has very useful information about all the Ocean creatures
they encounter in the octonaut stories. We are learning new and fascinating things. It gives the
kids a feeling of confidence as they can easily research creatures - it's very user-friendly. We
have a book for each child. The pages are beautifully illustrated. Each page has wonderful color
saturation and are thick with a sheen to them. Our books are holding up perfectly and we've had
them for a year. The binding is done very well on our books. Our books are used all the time and
they look great! There are four pages of stickers in the back of the book. This is a very well-made
book that is interesting and entertaining to read!”



Aneeta, “Great book!. This book is great. Only two things I would change -1) The binding - I read
the reviews prior to purchasing so I decided to be proactive. I took the book to Office Max and
had them coil bind it so we wouldn't have to deal with the pages falling out. I added a sheet of
cardstock folded over in the back to make a pocket for the sticker pages.2) Real pictures - I wish
the book included pictures of what the actual sea creature looks like.I think I like this book more
than my toddler does!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Fun book for Octonauts fans!. I ordered this book for my 2 year old and
we have read it almost every night for months now and he is in love with it. He loves the pictures
of the creatures along with the pictures of the Octonauts. I was prepared for the bad binding that
all the reviewers have mentioned but my copy has been holding up great. I really wonder what
the difference is due to because we are pretty rough with our book but the book is still in great
condition. My son loves all the stickers in the back and loves matching up the creature sticker to
the correct page. Lots of great little fun facts and easy to read. My son literally cannot get
enough of this book - I hope they create a new edition with different creatures.”

DragonWing, “Octonauts fans will love this. I'm 50 years old and I love the Octonauts. There, I've
said it and I'm glad. This cartoon show is excellent for children - male and female characters and
although the trio of male characters (Captain Barnacles, Kwazii and Peso) have most of the
adventures, engineer and inventor Tweak and photographer and navigator Dashi provide
invaluable service to the team as well (as does Shellington and Tunip...professor Inkling not so
much!) This oversize book covers 50 of the creatures that the Octonauts have encountered in
their adventures. Written very simply, lots of illustrations...it is a fun read and even adults will feel
they have learned about the denizens of the deep from reading this book. And there are a lot of
stickers - mostly of the Octonauts but also of the creatures covered in the book. Highly
recommended.”

Atif, “Excellent informative book. My son loves octonauts and has learnt so much about sea
creatures at age 5. This book enhances that adds richness. Plus he's looking at a book instead
of the TV!”

Mrs. V. Davidson, “Five Stars. Excellent”

adorjan gimesi, “Five Stars. Great Deal.Thank you.”

The book by Willa Dee has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 266 people have provided feedback.
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